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"DELIGHTFULLY FUN, WITTY ROMANCE…
A WRITER TO WATCH." Booklist From
Romance Writers of America GOLDEN
HEART AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR Robin
Kaye, the third funny, sexy, contemporary
romance from a fresh new voice in romance
fiction He'd be Mr. Perfect if he wasn't a
perfect mess… Rich Ronaldi is almost the
complete package-smart, sexy, great job-but
when his girlfriend dumps him, Rich swears
he'll learn to cook and clean just to win her
back… She'll be happy to make him over, but
not for another woman… Rich is the only
guy Becca Larsen's ever met who hasn't
tried to change her. She's glad to help him
master the domestic arts, but she'll be
damned if he'll start cooking in another
woman's kitchen-or bedroom… PRAISE FOR
TOO HOT TO HANDLE "A sensational story
that sizzles with sex appeal." The Long and
Short of It "Robin Kaye has proved herself a
master of romantic comedy." Night Owl
Romance "A rollicking romance that's sure
to please!" Romance Reader at Heart "Robin
Kaye is a master at romance, and her second
novel is even better than the first." Armchair
Interviews PRAISE FOR ROMEO, ROMEO "
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The main characters in this all-around feelgood read have so much personality they
almost jump off the page." Romantic Times
"A rollicking romance that's sure to please!"
Novel Thought Comments " Kaye's writing is
just about perfect for this kind of story as
she balances a fine line between romance,
sex, and family, all of which come together
with ease." A Book Blogger's Diary " Robin
Kaye's Romeo, Romeo is sensational! I loved
everything about this novel. The story,
characters and writing are all five star
material." Crave More Romances
“My dream novel. I devoured this in three
days. The sharpest, clearest-eyed take on
our #MeToo reckoning yet. Plus:
enthralling." —Megan Abbott, Edgar Awardwinning author of Dare Me and The Fever
Following up on her acclaimed and wildly
successful New York Times bestseller Lady
in the Lake, Laura Lippman returns with a
dark, complex tale of psychological suspense
with echoes of Misery involving a novelist,
incapacitated by injury, who is plagued by
mysterious phone calls. In the end, has
anyone really led a blameless life? Injured in
a freak fall, novelist Gerry Andersen is
confined to a hospital bed in his glamorous
high-rise apartment, dependent on two
women he barely knows: his incurious young
assistant, and a dull, slow-witted night
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nurse. Then late one night, the phone rings.
The caller claims to be the “real” Aubrey,
the alluring title character from his most
successful novel, Dream Girl. But there is no
real Aubrey. She’s a figment born of a
writer’s imagination, despite what many
believe or claim to know. Could the cryptic
caller be one of his three ex-wives playing a
vindictive trick after all these years? Or is
she Margot, an ex-girlfriend who keeps
trying to insinuate her way back into Gerry’s
life? And why does no one believe that the
call even happened? Isolated from the world,
drowsy from medication, Gerry slips
between reality and a dreamlike state in
which he is haunted by his own past: his
faithless father, his devoted mother; the
women who loved him, the women he loved.
And now here is Aubrey, threatening to visit
him, suggesting that she is owed something.
Is the threat real or is it a sign of dementia?
Which scenario would he prefer? Gerry has
never been so alone, so confused – and so
terrified. Chilling and compulsively
readable, touching on timely issues that
include power, agency, appropriation, and
creation, Dream Girl is a superb blend of
psychological suspense and horror that
reveals the mind and soul of a writer.
A pair of endearingly eccentric bachelors--in
their fifties, and fraternal twins--own and
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operate a bed & breakfast establishment
where people like them, the "gentle and
bookish and ever so slightly confused," can
feel at home. Hector and Virgil think of their
B&B as a refuge, a retreat, a haven, where
folks may bring their own books or peruse
the brothers' own substantial library. An
antic blend of homespun and intellectual
humor, Bachelor Brothers' Bed and
Breakfast is a place readers will want to
return to again and again.
There's no one quite like my big sister Jodie
. . . Quiet, cautious Pearl has always adored
her bold, brash, bad big sister Jodie. When
their parents get new jobs at a grand, fusty
old boarding school, Melchester College, the
girls have to move there - and when they
arrive, things start to change. Jodie has
always been the leader - but now it's Pearl
who's making new friends. Jodie just seems
to be getting into more and more trouble arguing with Mum, scaring the little
children, flirting with the gardener. She
really doesn't fit in with the posh teenagers
at the school. Pearl begins to wonder if she
needs Jodie as much as she used to. But
when Firework Night comes around and a
tragic event occurs, Pearl realises quite how
much Jodie means to her . . . A touching,
powerful story from the mega-bestselling
Jacqueline Wilson, told with warmth and
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sensitivity.
Unexpected visitors bring old baggage and
big trouble to Hillside Manor, threatening
the livelihood and life of innkeeper and
amateur sleuth Judith McMonigle Flynn in
this charming Bed-and-Breakfast mystery
from beloved New York Times and USA
Today bestselling author Mary Daheim.
When Joe’s conniving ex-wife Vivian and her
latest husband, Lord Plumbsley, suddenly
show up at the B&B, they’re accompanied by
an entourage, which includes three other
couples who immediately raise Judith’s
hackles. But while she’s suspicious of these
unwanted guests, Judith doesn’t know that
the Plumbsleys and their hangers-on have
nefarious plans for the inn that will ensnare
her and her husband, Joe. When the guests’
real estate agent is murdered, the clues all
point to the Flynns. To clear their
names—and save Hillside Manor—Judith and
Joe will have to outsmart and outcon a gang
of clever and determined criminals with
more than murder on the agenda.
Violet has always been in the shadow of her
mesmerising, controlling brother Will, and
when a shocking secret about Will's past is
revealed, things get even worse. Violet
retreats further into her own fantasy world,
built around the fairy characters created by
her favourite author, Casper Dream. The
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arrival of a new girl at school, Jasmine,
seems like it might change Violet's life for
the better. But is Jasmine a true friend? And
will Violet ever manage to break free of
Will's spell?
Where do baby apes sleep?In apricots!I'm
Elsa, and that's one of my jokes (I tell LOTS
of jokes and I'm going to be a big star one
day). I do my best to cheer my family up but no one seems to laugh much any more.
Not since we lost our lovely house and had
to move into a bed and breakfast hotel...
Melanie West is getting her life back on
track after a messy divorce when her
grandmother, Liza Harris, asks her to open a
B&B with her. Together, Liza and Melanie
purchase a purportedly haunted mansion on
the Oregon coast and jump right into
clearing out the cobwebs. But while
attempting to remove wallpaper in an
upstairs bedroom, the new B&B owners
stumble upon a very real skeleton in their
closet. The police suspect the skeleton is
that of the wife of the previous owner of the
B&B, but no one in town seems to want to
say much about her. As the inn owners try to
juggle renovations with their own amateur
investigations, their grand opening looms
closer and closer—and a friendly ghost in
their walls starts playing tricks. But it all
comes crashing to a halt when a new body is
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found stabbed to death on the beach below
the inn—the victim chillingly close in
resemblance to Melanie herself. It seems
someone doesn't appreciate newcomers
prying into the small town's past, and now
it's up to Melanie and Liza to get to the
bottom of these murders to save their
business...and their lives.
Breakfast in Bed
Dead and Breakfast
Daastan-e-Dastarkhan
Alien on a Rampage
Midnight
Bed & Breakfast
New Journeys Across North Carolina
The Illustrated Mum
Best Friends
Puffin in Bloom: A collection of classics with stunning cover
art by renowned stationery brand Rifle Paper Co.'s
principal artist, Anna Bond, now available as an exquisite
gift set! Featuring all four Puffin in Bloom classics with
illustrated covers by Anna Bond in a charming keepsake
box designed in her signature style. Box includes: Anne of
Green Gables, Heidi, Little Women, and A Little Princess
"Puffin in Bloom's lush new editions of children's classics
are sure to entertain older girls." - Vogue "Read 'em and
keep: Chic...As a gift or on your shelf, they speak volumes."
- O, The Oprah Magazine
‘Funny and evocative, refreshing as a G and T – this book is
as good as a holiday!’ JANE LINFOOT, author of The Little
Wedding Shop by the Sea A gorgeous summer read to
escape with this summer!
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‘I am always transported to the golden years when our
humble dastarkhān brought us all together...’ A delectable
trove of stories and recipes, Daastan-e-Dastarkhān
unravels the history and traditional cooking techniques of
30 intimate dishes from the culinary heritage of Muslim
communities across India. In this evocative journal,
MasterChef India contestant and consultant chef Sadaf
Hussain invites you to gorge on Bihari kebabs during Eid,
discover the influences of the spice trade in vegetarian
dishes from the coastal Mappila cuisine and learn about a
lost recipe born out of competitions between chefs during
the Nizami era. With easy-to-follow recipes adapted for
today’s kitchens, this book encourages you to recreate
mouth-watering delicacies of old, and weaves the story of a
community that is as varied as its food.
Where do baby apes sleep? In apricots! I'm Elsa, and that's
one of my jokes (I tell LOTS of jokes and I'm going to be a
big star one day). I do my best to cheer my family up - but
no one seems to laugh much any more. Not since we lost
our lovely house and had to move into a bed and breakfast
hotel . . .
After allowing her best friend's fiance to stay at her inn to
finish the final chapter of his book, Sloan Fairchild faces a
painful choice between her loyalty to a friend and her
growing love for the dashing Carter Madison
Scrub isn't happy about having to spend the summer with
his hippie grandmother in "Middle of Nowhere,"
Washington. When he arrives at her Intergalactic Bed &
Breakfast, he's not surprised by its 1960s-meets- Star Wars
decor; but he is surprised by the weird looking guests. It
turns out that each room in the inn is a portal and his
grandma is the gatekeeper, allowing aliens to vacation on
Earth. This eBook now includes a preview for Clete Barrett
Smith's new book, Magic Delivery!
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A blend of oral history and memoir with a good dose of
quirky humor, Tar Heel Traveler: New Journeys Across
North Carolina is a celebratory look at the people and
places of North Carolina. WRAL-TV reporter Scott
Mason—the Tar Heel Traveler—profiles colorful characters
and out-of-the-way places. The sequel consists of all new
material and showcases twenty-five of Mason’s most
memorable television stories along with the amusing
stories behind each.
The heartwarming second installment in the Emerald Cove
saga from a USA Today Bestselling Author. The Seaside
Manor Bed & Breakfast has been an institution in Emerald
Cove for as long as anyone can remember. But things are
changing and Diana is nervous about what the future might
hold for her and her husband, not to mention the historic
business. With no experience to back him up, Ethan
Flannigan moves back home to the Cove and takes on the
bed and breakfast as a part-owner. Diana’s niece, Emily,
agrees to help her aunt and uncle, but the charming man
they sold half of the business to does nothing but get under
her skin, even if the spark between them is hard to ignore.
Rebecca Mair is the new cop in town but she’s got a secret
she hasn’t shared with anyone else, including her boss, and
that secret is about to catch up with her. Sarah Flannigan
finally has the man of her dreams, but her career is
spiraling out of control. With a difficult choice set before
her, will she stay in the Cove with Mick and her family, or
head back to the city to save her job?
Double Act
A Case of Bier
Dream Girl
Lizzie Zipmouth
A Novel
The Secrets to Starting and Running a Successful B and B
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I've Always Wanted to Run a Bed and Breakfast!
Bachelor Brothers' Bed & Breakfast
How to Start and Run Your Own Bed & Breakfast Inn

‘A charming and delightful read!’ Pretty Little Book
Reviews One summer can change everything...
Eccentric bachelor brothers Hector and Virgil operate a
bed-and-breakfast where people like them, the "gentle and
bookish and ever so slightly confused," can come and
peruse books and enjoy a cup of tea
Cookie is plain and shy, not the confident, popular girl her
father wanted when he named her Beauty Cookson. Her
mother helps her cook up a clever scheme to change her
image--but, as usual, Dad doesn't approve, and this time
his anger reaches frightening new heights. Will Cookie find
the strength to stand up for herself? Honest and
emotionally resonant, COOKIE faces tough issues with the
unflinching directness and unflagging tenderness that
make Jacqueline Wilson one of today's most admired-and
popular-authors for young people.
Enriched with full-color photographs in honor of its twentyfifth anniversary, The Silver Palate Cookbook is the
beloved classic that brings a new passion for food and
entertaining into American homes. Its 350 flawlessly
seasoned, stand-out dishes make every occasion special,
and its recipes, featuring vibrant, pure ingredients, are a
pleasure to cook. Brimming with kitchen wisdom, cooking
tips, information about domestic and imported ingredients,
menus, quotes, and lore, this timeless book feels as fresh
and exciting as the day it was first published. Every reader
will fall in love with cooking all over again.
I'm Sadie and I'm nearly nine. Mum's a childminder, but
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she doesn't have to mind me. I can mind myself, easypeasy. Lucky for Mum, because now she's got the flu, so
I've got to mind her - and help with all the babies!
Em adores her funny, glamorous dad - who cares if he's
not her real father? He's wonderful to her, and to her little
brother Maxie and sister Vita. True to form at Christmas,
Dad gives them fantastic presents, including a real emerald
ring for his little Princess Em. Unfortunately he's got
another surprise in store - he's leaving them. Will Dad's
well-meaning but chaotic attempts to keep seeing Em and
the other children help the family come to terms with this
new crisis? Or would they be better off with a clean break just like Em's arm?
Lizzie refuses to speak. She doesn't want to talk to Rory or
Jake, her new stepbrothers. Or to Sam, their dad. Or even
to her mum. She's completely fed up with having to join a
new family, and nothing can convince her to speak to them.
Not football, not pizza, not a new bedroom. That is, until
she meets Great-Gran - a member of the new family who is
even more stubborn than she is . . .
THE STORY OF TRACY BEAKER I'm Tracy Beaker.
This is a book all about me. I'd read it if I were you. It's the
most incredible dynamic heart-rending story. Honest...
SHORTLISTED FOR THE SMARTIES PRIZE AND
CARNEGIE MEDAL Winner of The Oak Tree Award and
the Sheffield Children's Book Award THE BED AND
BREAKFAST STAR I'm Elsa, and I'm hoping to be a big
star one day. I tell jokes all the time to try and cheer my
family up. Trouble is, no-one seems to laugh much any
more. Not since we lost our lovely house nad had to move
into a bed and breakfast hotel... WINNER OF YOUNG
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TELEGRAPH FULLY BOOKED AWARD Two lively and
hilarious tales from one of today's most popular authors
for young readers.
Aliens on Vacation
The Little Bed & Breakfast by the Sea
The Lottie Project
BED & BREAKFASTS AND COUNTRY INNS
A Trusted Guide to Over 400 of Ireland's Best Bed and
Breakfasts
Clean Break
Four Children and It
A Merry Ghost Inn Mystery
Tar Heel Traveler

Hi! I'm Charlie (DON'T call me Charlotte - ever!). History
is boring, right? Wrong! The Victorians weren't all deadly
dull and drippy. Lottie certainly isn't. She's eleven - like
me - but she's left school and has a job as a nursery maid.
Her life is really hard, just work work work, but I bet she'd
know what to do about my mum's awful boyfriend and his
wimpy little son. I bet she wouldn't mess it all up like I do .
..
Learn to: Choose a location and make it your own Create a
profitable business plan Decorate and renovate your
property Market your property for maximum occupancy
All the tools you need to start and run a profitable B&B
Do you dream of owning a B&B? This friendly, practical
guide shows you how to make your dream a reality, with
expert advice on everything from writing a business plan
and finding the right location to handling situations you
will encounter as an innkeeper. You'll make your guests
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feel at home, keep your inn in tip-top shape, and ensure
your long-term success! Understand B&B basics — get an
overview of the business and see if you have the skills (and
the desire!) to succeed Find a place to call home — choose
the location, style, and size of your ideal B&B Transition
from visitor to owner — create your business plan, secure
financing, make an offer, and protect your investment Get
ready for your guests — organize your recordkeeping, set
room rates and policies, furnish your inn, and market your
services Set the breakfast scene — decide the style of
breakfast to offer, accommodate guests' needs and
restrictions, create signature dishes, and serve
refreshments and snacks Handle day-to-day operations —
take reservations, make your guests feel welcome, hire
employees, and maintain your inn Take your business to
the next level — assess your success, expand your market,
increase profit, and prevent burnout Open the book and
find: How to transition an existing B&B or start from
scratch The biggest problems new B&Bs encounter — and
how to avoid them The best ways to furnish your inn Tips
for saving time cleaning and preparing breakfast What you
must know to design and update your Web site Tried-andtested sample menus and recipes Ways to guarantee a
return guest How to get extra help when you need it
Provides practical information for running a profitable bed
and breakfast inn, discussing how to estimate costs and
cash flow, develop a good business plan, market the inn,
and attract the right guests
Judith McMonigle Flynn has her hands full with
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unexpected family ties and a dead body in the backyard in
this delightfully zany mystery in Mary Daheim’s popular
Bed-and-Breakfast series. Rodney Schmuck and his wife,
Millie, Hillside Manor’s latest guests, seem normal, well,
except for that last name. Innkeeper Judith McMonigle
Flynn is touched to hear that the fortysomething couple is
in town to visit family. Rodney is especially eager to see
his long-lost mother—who he insists is Judith. Shocked to
meet an alleged son she’s sure she never had, she can’t
believe Rodney when he swears he has proof from a
Norway General Hospital birth certificate listing Judith
Anne Grover as his mother. The father’s name is
Unknown. Judith has never heard of Rodney, let alone
given him life. But she’s got a bigger problem when one of
the B&B guests turns up dead in the backyard. To Judith’s
surprise, Joe is willing to help investigate. He can’t ignore a
potential homicide that hits so close to home. But Rodney
is seeking compensation for Judith’s so-called
abandonment of him. Perhaps she’ll sign over Hillside
Manor? Fat chance of that, Judith declares, and wonders
what kind of scheme Rodney has on his devious mind. For
that matter, she also wonders why the rest of the guests in
his party are acting so strangely. With Joe hot on the
killer’s trail, Cousin Renie is persuaded to help Judith
discover the truth about the Schmucks and their
mysterious hangers-on. If they don’t act fast, Hillside
Manor could end up as Schmucks’ Gold Mine.
In this charming madcap entry in the New York Times and
USA Today bestselling Bed-and-Breakfast series,
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innkeeper and amateur sleuth Judith McMonigle Flynn’s
plans for a relaxing vacation go awry when she realizes her
fellow guests have a different kind of getaway planned.
Vacations can be murder. No one knows that better than
Judith McMonigle Flynn, owner of Seattle’s popular
Hillside Manor B&B. After a busy summer, she
desperately needs some R&R. Leave it to her thoughtful
husband, Joe, to surprise her with a trip to the Canadian
Rockies. Thrilled to be getting away, Judith’s overjoyed
when Cousin Renie and Bill agree to join them. Though
the husbands have made the arrangements, how bad can a
short time away in the beautiful mountains be? Judith and
Renie are about to find out! While the accommodations
certainly leave something to be desired, the other guests
are the real prize. They’ve gathered on the mountainside to
give a relative a proper and permanent send-off—a nice
gesture, until Judith realizes that paying their respects
might be a little premature . . . without some very sinister
assistance. Now, it’s up to her and Renie to save a wouldbe corpse from an early date with the undertaker.
Soon to be a MAJOR MOTION PICTURE starring
Michael Caine, Russell Brand and Matthew Goode,
released on Sky Cinema in APRIL. Rosalind is the eldest
sister. Robbie is her younger brother. Smash is their
stepsister and she isn't too happy about it. Maudie is the
baby of the family. Now you've met the four children. But
what is IT? A number one bestselling story of four
children who discover an extraordinary way to make
wishes come true, inspired by E Nesbit's classic, Five
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Children and It.
David is looking forward to spending another adventurefilled summer at his grandmother’s Intergalactic Bed &
Breakfast—a vacation hotspot for aliens. But as soon as he
meets Grandma’s new repairman, an alien named
Scratchull, he becoms suspicious. The only problem is that
it is difficult to be sneaky when you have a ravenous alien
pet attached to you. Even though no one else—including
Grandma—thinks that Scratchull is an underhanded
handyman, David decides to spy on him. But no one
believes David when he discovers that Scratchull really is
an evil mastermind with a plot to destroy the planet.
Without the help of Grandma and his friends, will David
be able to save Earth before it’s too late? This eBook now
includes a preview for Clete Barrett Smith's new book,
Magic Delivery!
A fun and helpful guide to starting and running a
successful Bed & Breakfast, full of affirming exercises,
insider tips, and hard-learned lessons, this book is a must
read for the potential Innkeeper.
My Sister Jodie
A Bed-and-Breakfast Mystery
Cookie
Bachelor Brothers' Bed & Breakfast Pillow Book
The Bed and Breakfast on the Beach: A feel-good, funny
read about best friends and taking chances!
The Silver Palate Cookbook
The Mum-Minder
Lady MacDeath
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Running a Bed and Breakfast For Dummies
The delightful holiday tale of Josie Taternall and her
South Carolina bed and breakfast from "born
storyteller" (The Washington Post) and New York Times
bestselling author Lois Battle After her best friend's
narrow brush with death, Josie decides that life is too
short to let old grievances stand in the way of family
togetherness. This year, she resolves, her three grown
daughters - the girls she raised so carefully yet with such
mixed results - will come home for Christmas. With her
uncanny ear for Southern sensibility and her sharp-eyed
wit, Battle gives us the perfect upstairs/downstairs
comedy and a portrait of a family in all its tender,
touching, and flawed glory that readers young and old
will cherish. "Full of warmth, humor, and characters I
completely adore - as delicious as a weekend at your
favorite inn." -Dorothea Benton Frank, New York
Times
Accompanied by maps and contact information, a
wonderful guide to Ireland includes detailed information
on more than four hundred of the finest bed-andbreakfast accommodations available, including guest
houses, country mansions, private homes, and
farmhouses, all of which have been personally visited by
the authors. Original.
Ruby and Garnet are ten-year-old twins. They're
identical, and they do EVERYTHING together,
especially since their mother died three years earlier but they couldn't be more different. Bossy, bouncy,
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funny Ruby loves to take charge, and is desperate to be a
famous actress, while quiet, sensitive, academic Garnet
loves nothing more than to curl up with one of her
favourite books. And when everything around the twins
is changing so much, can being a double act work for
ever?
Covered from head to toe with one-of-a-kind tattoos,
Marigold is the brightest, most beautiful mother in the
world. At least, that’s what Dolphin thinks—she just
wishes Marigold wouldn’t stay out quite so late or have
mood spells every now and again. Dolphin’s older sister,
Star, loves Marigold too, but she’s tired of looking after
her. So when Star’s dad shows up out of the blue and
offers to let the girls stay with him, Star jumps at the
opportunity. But Dolphin can’t bear to leave Marigold
alone. Now it’s just the two of them, and Dolphin is
about to be in over her head. . . .
LITERARY SUPERSTAR JACQUELINE WILSON
TELLS A UNIVERSAL STORY about what it means to
be Best Friends Forever. Gemma and Alice have been
best friends since they were born on the same day in the
same hospital—it doesn't matter that Gemma loves soccer
while Alice prefers drawing, or that Gemma is always
getting into trouble while Alice is a model student and
daughter. But when Alice has to move to Scotland with
her family, their friendship is put to the test. Is Best
Friends Forever stronger than five hundred miles?
Readers will relate to the heroic efforts the girls make to
maintain their friendship and the small disasters of
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‘tween life that they encounter along the way. Tender,
funny, and always honest, BEST FRIENDS is the book
to win American readers into the legions of fans
Jacqueline Wilson has world-wide.
Aoi wants to work off her debt to the Tenjin-ya inn, but
she only has one day to find a position and none of the
managers are willing to hire a human! If she can just
get someone to see past her family background, Aoi is
certain she can prove her worth! -- VIZ Media
The Jacqueline Wilson Collection
Here Comes the Bribe
Stories and Recipes from Muslim Kitchens
Bed and Breakfast Ireland
Seaside Manor Bed and Breakfast
Kakuriyo: Bed & Breakfast for Spirits
The Puffin in Bloom Collection
The Bed and Breakfast Star
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